Trade Rules for the Pandemic and Its Aftermath
Introduction to the Institute

Perspectives on the Pandemic and Trade
- Protectionism
- Inequality and Corporate Power
- The Climate Crisis
- A New Watchword: Resilience
- The Rise of China
- Establishment Response

Key Questions for the Institute
- What are the most significant challenges to Canadian trade policy that the pandemic presents?
- What are the most significant shortcomings of trade rules that the pandemic has revealed?
- What are the most significant interactions (either positive or negative) between the pandemic and long-run trends in relation to trade policy?
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Protectionism
- Travel bans
- Need for reshoring
- Need for self-reliance

Inequality and Corporate Power
- K-shaped recovery
- Concern about corporate concentration
- Concern about investor-state dispute settlement

The Rise of China
- Concern about dependency on strategic commodities
- Competition between systems
- Broader definition of "national security"

The Climate Crisis
- A test-case for "degrowth"
- Environmental benefits of reduced pollution
- Example of mobilization in face of an emergency

A New Watchword: Resilience
- Interdependence vs. self-reliance
- Concentration vs. diversification
- Efficiency vs. redundancy

Establishment Response
- Need for international cooperation
- Warning against "sicken-thy-neighbor" trade policies
- Supply chains have done pretty well

Key Questions for the Institute

What are the most significant challenges to Canadian trade policy that the pandemic presents?
Protectionism

- Travel ban
- Need for reshoring
- Need for self-reliance
Travel ban
Proclamation on Suspension of Entry as Immigrants and Nonimmigrants of Persons who Pose a Risk of Transmitting 2019 Novel Coronavirus

HEALTHCARE | Issued on: January 31, 2020
Need for reshoring
NAVARRO: Yes, let me say one last point on the supply chain issue.

For the American people, they need to understand that, in crises like this, we have no allies. Back in 2009, during the swine flu problem, our best friends in Australia, Great Britain, and Canada basically denied us what we needed.
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K-shaped recovery

Concern about corporate concentration

Concern about investor-state dispute settlement

A New
a. Employment by wage level, index: February 2020 = 100, monthly data, not seasonally adjusted
Concern about corporate concentration
Concern about investor-state dispute settlement
STOP ISDS DURING COVID-19

Open Letter

Wednesday, October 21, 2020 - 20:14

The COVID-19 pandemic is the biggest health and economic crisis in a generation. Some governments are taking extraordinary measures to fight the pandemic, in order to save lives, protect jobs, and avoid economic disaster. But the little known Investor State Dispute Settlement system, or ISDS, included in many trade deals, could pressure governments to roll back public interest measures, or pay millions in compensation to corporations.

ISDS allows foreign companies to sue governments for measures that might impact their profits. When a government adopts a policy that affects a foreign company’s profits, they can take that country to court. This can lead to bills in the hundreds of millions of dollars. It’s a flawed system that favours big business over public health and safety. It’s time to take action now.
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- Need for international cooperation
- Warning against "sicken-thy-neighbor" trade policies
- Supply chains have done pretty well
Need for international cooperation
The Tragedy of Vaccine Nationalism
Only Cooperation Can End the Pandemic

By Thomas J. Bollyky and Chad P. Bown  September/October 2020
Warning against "sicken-thy-neighbor" trade policies
Supply chains have done pretty well
Coronavirus-induced ‘reshoring’ is not happening

Business is pushing back and goods have continued to flow despite the pandemic

A supermarket in Moscow. The coronavirus crisis has seen few large-scale blocks on food exports, with odd exceptions such as Russia © Bloomberg

Alan Beattie SEPTEMBER 30 2020
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Key Questions for the future of trade.
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November 23 - 27, 2020
Monday, November 23

9:00    Introduction to the Institute

The presentation will provide an overview of the Institute and introduce the major questions for trade policy raised by the pandemic.

Nicolas Lamp, Director, Queen’s Institute on Trade Policy; Assistant Professor, Faculty of Law, Queen’s University

9:45    Overview of the Current Trade Landscape

This presentation will discuss the impact of the pandemic on global trade and on Canada’s trade performance.

Stephen Tapp, Deputy Chief Economist, Export Development Canada

10:30   Break

10:45   Anatomy of Trade Restrictions in the Wake of the Pandemic

The presentation will provide an overview of the trade restrictions, as well as trade liberalizing measures, that countries have implemented in response to the pandemic.

Simon Evenett, Professor, Swiss Institute for International Economics and Applied Economic Research, University of St. Gallen

11:30   Lunch Keynote: What Makes a Supply Chain Resilient?

The pandemic has propelled the concept of “resilience” to the forefront of discussions about globalization. Three options for making supply chains more resilient are typically considered: reshoring or nearshoring, diversification, and stockpiling. The keynote will address the question whether these options offer viable pathways towards more resilient supply and discuss alternative strategies that governments and companies can adopt.

Sébastien Miroudot, Senior Trade Policy Analyst, OECD Trade and Agriculture Directorate

12:15   Small Group Seminar

1:00    End of day
Tuesday, November 24

9:00  Trade Costs and Firm-Based Trade Theory

In addition to causing direct demand and supply shocks, the pandemic has also had an indirect impact on trade, by increasing the cost of engaging in international trade. The presentation will discuss the effects of the pandemic on trade costs and provide theoretical background for understanding how increased trade costs impact the ability of firms to participate in international trade.

Beverly Lapham, Professor, Economics Department, Queen’s University

9:45  Reconfiguring Supply Chains in an Era of US-China Conflict

The presentation will consider the reconfiguration of supply chains that is taking place in light of the escalating trade conflict between the United States and China. Companies are no longer exiting China only to avoid US tariffs. The broadening US sanctions against companies that use Chinese inputs will force a broader reassessment of supply chains and could lead to a decoupling of Chinese and US supply chains.

Ari Van Assche, Professor, HEC Montreal

10:30  Break

10:45  Managing and Monitoring Emergency Measures during the Pandemic

The presentation will discuss the opportunities for information exchange, consultations and learning provided by the institutional mechanisms of trade agreements, especially by the WTO’s councils and committees. It will focus in particular on how WTO monitoring kept track of the flurry of trade restrictions during the pandemic and will discuss the lessons that WTO Members can learn from the experience.

Robert Wolfe, Professor Emeritus, School of Policy Studies, Queen’s University

11:30  Lunch keynote: The View from Washington – US Trade Policy in a Post-Pandemic World

The keynote will discuss the outlook for US trade policy in the wake of the US presidential election, including the prospect for Canada-US economic relations, the likely direction of China-US trade relations, and the implications for WTO reform.

Jennifer Hillman, Senior Fellow for Trade and International Political Economy, Council on Foreign Relations

12:15  Small Group Seminar

1:00  End of day
Wednesday, November 25

9:00  Morning keynote: The Evolution of China’s Economic Policy and Trade Strategy

The debate about how to re-energize trade in the wake of the pandemic unfolds against the backdrop of deteriorating trade and political relations between the West and China. Apart from China’s sometimes aggressive tactics in bilateral trade relations, a broader question looms over China’s future role in international trade, namely, the question of whether China’s economic model is compatible with a liberal trade regime. Put more concretely, are the protections provided by WTO law sufficient to allow Canadian companies to engage with their Chinese competitors on a level playing field, or is the more aggressive ‘decoupling’ agenda advocated by the Trump administration warranted? In order to equip participants to answer these questions, the keynote will sketch the trajectory of China’s economic policy and trace the evolution of its trade strategy.

Simon Rabinovitch, The Economist

9:45  Rethinking Trade in Medicines and Medical Supplies

The presentation will first discuss the legality of the export controls and other measures adopted by countries to secure medical supplies in the initial months of the pandemic. It will then address the question of whether we need new rules to ensure a more equitable and predictable supply of medical products in the future, for example in the form of a plurilateral agreement among WTO Members

Valerie Hughes, Senior Counsel, Bennett Jones

10:30  Break

10:45  Do Trade Rules on Intellectual Property Represent an Obstacle to Global Access to a Coronavirus Vaccine?

The development of an effective vaccine against the coronavirus represents the best hope for ending the coronavirus pandemic. However, even if an effective vaccine is developed, making the vaccine accessible to a sufficiently large share of the global population to achieve herd immunity will not just present an unprecedented logistical challenge, but will also implicate the intellectual property protections enshrined in trade agreements. Governments may need to consider issuing compulsory licenses for the vaccine. The presentation will offer an overview of the international trade rules on intellectual property that provide the framework under which a coronavirus vaccine will have to be produced and disseminated.

Frederick Abbott, Edward Ball Eminent Scholar Professor of International law, College of Law, Florida State University

11:30  Agriculture: The State of Trade and Prospects for Reform

Agricultural supply chains became a focus of attention during the coronavirus pandemic, but there are broader challenges for Canadian agricultural trade. Canadian agricultural producers have to adjust to the strictures of the CUSMA and the strained trade relations with China. The presentation will survey these challenges and suggest avenues for progress in agricultural trade reform.

Joseph Glauber, Senior Research Fellow, International Food Policy Research Institute, Washington, DC

12:15  Small Group Seminar

1:00  End of day
Thursday, November 26

9:00  The Rise of Digital Trade: The Role of E-Commerce and Data in the Pandemic and Beyond

The pandemic has further increased the importance of digital technologies in the global economy. This has added urgency to negotiations on e-commerce in the WTO and highlighted the importance of rules regarding the cross-border transfer of data. Among economic interests and privacy concerns, national security considerations are playing an ever more prominent role in the regulation of the digital economy.

Mira Burri, Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Law, University of Lucerne

9:45  Do We Need New Rules on Subsidies in an Age of Industrial Policy?

The WTO rules on subsidies have been a central point of contention in the US-China trade war, prompting proposals by the “trilateral” group (United States, European Union, and Japan) to reform the rules to discipline China’s model of state capitalism more effectively. The coronavirus pandemic has added a new twist to these discussions, as Western governments have expended trillions to keep companies afloat. More long-term, the pandemic has sparked renewed interest in a more active industrial policy in the West, be it to shore up manufacturing employment, reshore supply chains to increase their resilience, or accelerate the transition to a more sustainable economy. The presentation will discuss whether the rules designed in the 1980s can accommodate these diverse interests and ambitions for subsidies regulation.

Julia Nielson, Deputy Director, Trade and Agriculture Directorate, OECD

10:30  Break

10:45  Government Procurement: Trade vs. Socio-Economic Policies

Along with subsidies, government procurement is one of many tools that governments have at their disposal to shape markets and support particular industries and producers, as well as advance socio-economic objectives. For example, in the United States, there appears to be an increasing bipartisan consensus to use “Buy America” provisions in this vein. The presentation will provide an overview of the rules applicable to government procurement and how these can be at odds with domestic policies that governments wish to advance. The presentation will also discuss how trade officials can help Canadian companies maintain access to the most important procurement markets in the world economy.

Dany Carrièere, former Director of Trade Negotiations, Global Affairs Canada

11:30  Lunch Keynote: Addressing Climate Change in Trade Agreements

Climate change is the greatest policy challenge of our time and will likely play an ever more important role in the development of trade policy. Discussions about a Green New Deal in the United States and a Green Deal in the European Union as well as China’s massive investments in renewable energy technologies and electric mobility underscore the increasing centrality of climate change to economic policymaking in Canada’s main trading partners. How do policies that are designed to mitigate climate change interact with international trade obligations? How can trade agreements best contribute to climate change mitigation – by liberalizing trade in green goods, facilitating the diffusion of green technology, or disciplining fossil fuel subsidies?

Carolyn Fischer, Canada 150 Research Chair in Climate Economics, Innovation and Policy, University of Ottawa

12:15  Small Group Seminar

1:00  End of day
Friday, November 27

9:00  The Canadian Free Trade Agreement and Interprovincial Trade

Canadian companies will become more competitive internationally if they are able to compete more freely within Canada. Moreover, internal trade liberalization could provide a welcome boost to the Canadian economy as it recovers from the impact of the coronavirus pandemic and many obstacles to international trade remain in place. The presentation will cover the most important obstacles to internal trade and discuss options for their removal, including by drawing lessons from international trade liberalization.

Trevor Tombe, Associate Professor, Department of Economics, University of Calgary

9:45  The Need for Post-Pandemic Trade Facilitation: Improving T and B Branch Cooperation

In order to negotiate agreements that facilitate trade, negotiators need to know which challenges businesses confront “on the ground”. Canada’s trade commissioners have first-hand knowledge of these challenges. Conversely, trade commissioners need to be familiar with the opportunities offered by trade agreements so that they can help their clients take advantage of those opportunities. The panel will discuss best practices for communication and cooperation between the T and B branches of the Global Affairs Canada.

Jay Allen, Executive Director, Trade Policy and Negotiations – Asia, Global Affairs Canada
Chris Moran, Director General, Trade & Portfolio Strategy and Coordination, Global Affairs Canada

10:30  Break

10:45  Developing a Negotiating Strategy: How Do We Get Any of This Done?

The presentation will focus on how Canada should articulate its strategy, including defensive vs offensive interests, and linkages with other issues, in the post-Pandemic trade environment. It will further discuss how Canada can leverage its existing agreements to achieve its trade policy objectives. The presentation will give particular attention to negotiations with developing countries and regional groupings that include both developed and developing countries, such as ASEAN.

Don Stephenson, former Assistant Deputy Minister, Trade Policy & Negotiations

11:30  Small Group Seminar

12:15  Discussion with Senior Officials

The concluding session will provide an opportunity for an exchange of views with senior officials on the trade policy response to the pandemic. The participants will present the views of their seminar groups on the key challenges that the pandemic poses for trade policy.

Kendal Hembroff, Director General, Trade Negotiations, Global Affairs Canada
Arun Alexander, Director General, North America Trade Policy Bureau

1:00  Institute ends
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